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“We are fast approaching the stage of the ultimate 
inversion: the state where the government is free to do 
anything it pleases, while the citizens may act only by 

permission; which is the state of the darkest periods of 
human history, the stage of rule by brute force.” 

~ Ayn Rand ~ 
 

Canada 
 

Court ruling states anti-hate network “did in fact 
assist Antifa” 

The judgment was the result of a trial between journalists Jonathan Kay 
and Barbara Kay and CAHN Director Richard Warman.  

“The evidence disclosed that CAHN did in fact assist Antifa and that the 
movement has been violent. The Kays submission, which I accept, is that a 
human rights network like CAHN arguably (except in the most extreme 
circumstances) should not support a violent movement, and to do so, to 
most reasonable observers, would not be a ‘good look’,” the judgment 
states. 

https://tnc.news/2022/11/11/anti-hate-network-antifa2/ 

https://tnc.news/2022/11/11/anti-hate-network-antifa2/


Pipeline Protesters’ Violent Attacks in BC a Ticking 
Time Bomb 

While the world’s eyes were on Ottawa as the standoff between the 
truckers’ Freedom Convoy protest and authorities hit its peak, one of the 
boldest acts of domestic eco-terrorism ever seen in Canada was committed 
against a construction camp in Northern B.C. Just after midnight on Feb. 
18, 20 masked attackers armed with axes attacked staff at a Coastal 
GasLink (CGL) site, terrorizing workers and causing millions of dollars in 
damage. 

The CGL situation is a ticking time bomb, and most Canadians don’t even 
realize it’s happening. If the situation isn’t brought under control soon, 
somebody is going to be seriously injured, if not killed. The liquid natural 
gas export terminal in Kitimat, B.C., is nearly complete and will need the 
gas delivered by the CGL line. That pipeline will not be cancelled under any 
circumstances and the activists opposing it are demanding nothing less 
than cancellation. There is little point in trying to negotiate with the 
activists. They are not to be reasoned with. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/cory-morgan-pipeline-protesters-violent-
attacks-in-bc-a-ticking-time-bomb_4844401.html 

Alberta Doctor Calls on Medical Association to 
Investigate ‘Sudden Deaths’ of ‘80 Young Doctors’ 
 
“I am now providing you an update with information about 80 young 
Canadian doctors who died suddenly or unexpectedly since the rollout of 
COVID-19 vaccines,” wrote Dr. William Makis, a nuclear medicine physician 
and a former clinical academic colleague at the Department of Radiology at 
the University of Alberta, in a letter to CMA on Oct. 15. 
“Four more doctors have died since my previous letter, and these 
unexpected deaths are accelerating. You cannot continue to ignore this.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/alberta-doctor-calls-on-medical-
association-to-investigate-sudden-deaths-of-80-young-
doctors_4805760.html 
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Alberta oncologist Dr. William Makis speaks 

Here is the complete conversation with Alberta oncologist Dr. William 
Makis. This explosive conversation reveals sudden deaths of Canadian 
doctors, the corrupt Alberta Health Services and Alberta College of 
Physicians, Mafia-like lawyers in Alberta driving medical tyranny, and PM 
Trudeau's closure of the internationally renowned Alberta cancer clinic to 
make way for a new private for-profit clinic in BC. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/8hiAICfBdk2m/ 

The Two Biggest Threats to Canada’s Democracy 

The RCMP’s behavior is not an anomaly; it appears to reflect the Canadian 
government’s duplicity. Freedom of expression is one of the cornerstones 
of a democratic society. However, in Canada, freedom of expression is 
under attack. According to Mr. Trudeau, free speech has limits. It’s okay to 
speak your mind, as long as what you say echoes what the Canadian 
government preaches. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-two-biggest-threats-to-canadas-

democracy_4854882.html 

What Xi’s Confrontation With Trudeau at G20 
Indicates: Experts, Politicians Weigh In 

There is a lot to unpack from Chinese leader Xi Jinping’s brief confrontation 
with Prime Minister Justin Trudeau on the sidelines of the G20 summit on 
Nov. 16. The incident was caught on camera, with Xi telling Trudeau that 
he shouldn’t have “leaked” to the media details of their conversation from 
the day before. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/reactions-to-chinese-leader-xis-
confrontation-with-trudeau_4867548.html 

Ratio’d | Xi Jinping HUMILIATES Justin Trudeau 
Justin Trudeau got humiliated yesterday by Chinese president Xi Jinping for 
apparently “leaking” the informal chat between the two leaders to 
Canadian journalists. Trudeau’s reaction to Xi’s lecturing has broken the 
internet – for all the wrong reasons. 
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https://tnc.news/2022/11/17/ratiod-xi-trudeau/ 

Hydro-Québec Employee Arrested on Charges of 
Spying for China Makes Court Appearance 

A spokesperson with the RCMP confirmed to The Epoch Times that of the 
four charges Wang was arrested for, the one that is unprecedented is the 
allegation of “Obtaining trade secrets,” a provision under the Security of 
Information Act. Hydro-Québec said it has worked with RCMP on the 
investigation of Wang’s activities. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/hydro-quebec-employee-arrested-on-
charges-of-spying-for-china-makes-court-appearance_4864666.html 

Canada’s euthanasia laws are a moral outrage 

Canada has the dubious honour of being the global capital of euthanasia. 
Through its medical assistance in dying (MAID) programme, Canada killed 
more people with lethal injections last year than any other country on 
Earth – many of them poor, homeless or hopeless. And soon, from March 
2023, lethal injections will be offered to anyone who judges their mental-
health difficulties to be intolerable. 

https://www.spiked-online.com/2022/11/17/canadas-euthanasia-laws-are-
a-moral-outrage 

TD Bank donated $500,000 for child gender 
transitions 

One of Canada’s most prominent banks is funding child gender transitions 
after donating $500,000 to the McMaster Pediatric Gender Diversity 
Program. The funding which was first quietly announced in May will go 
towards providing nearly 30 kids under the age of 18 “gender affirmation” 
services such as medical transitions and more.  

https://tnc.news/2022/11/17/td-child-transitions/ 
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Kiefer Sutherland to Doug Ford 

Mr. Ford, 

Your tweet has recently come to my attention and I can only tell you 

that you are correct. My grandfather, Tommy Douglas, was fiscally 

responsible. In addition to balancing the budget of Saskatchewan, he 

also provided the province with paved roads, healthcare and electricity.  

He did it all within four years. Contrary to your argument, it was never 

at the expense of social and human services to those in need. I 

personally find your comparison of your policies to his offensive. So, I 

only ask as the grandson of this man, for you to stop posting his picture 

and using his name as part of your political agenda 

After all, I knew Tommy Douglas and you, Sir, are no Tommy Douglas. 

Sincerely, Kiefer Sutherland 

 

 

 
C3RF Update, 18 Nov 2022 – The light of day 
 
This week's update sees Canada transitioning from the dark of night to the 
light of day as citizens begin to query the efficacy of same old, same old 
solutions and narratives that always fail but cannot be challenged. Would 
that there were more like Barbara and Jon Kay who were brave enough to 
speak truth to power. 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-18-nov-2022-

the-light-of-day 

https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/c3rf-update-18-nov-2022-the-light-of-day
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WARNING: Covid-19 Cover-up 

Having the technical skills to work within the confines of Facebook’s terms 
of service, but around their algorithms, Tiago Henriques and his team 
managed to keep their Facebook page, Died Suddenly News, up for well 
over a year and maxed out at over 296,000 members. During this time 
Henriques was able to download and analyze critical information that 
reveals a frightening pattern of injury and death as a direct result of taking 
the jab. They received hundreds of thousands of firsthand testimonies, 
either reporting immediate deaths or aggressive illnesses (such as cancer 
and myocarditis) within three to four months of taking the jab. 

https://action4canada.com/died-suddenly-censorship-and-lies/ 

Tanya Gaw of Action4Canada on Talk Truth 
 

Tanya discusses the sexualization of our children. The battleground is in 
the schools.  
 
https://rumble.com/v1uhrf4-talk-truth-tanya-gaw.html 
 

Freedom Convoy 
 

Trudeau Feared an ‘Armed Insurrection,’ Said 
Freedom Convoy Wouldn’t Be Resolved by ‘Talking’ 
 
Mario Di Tomasso, Ontario’s deputy solicitor general, told the inquiry on 
Nov. 10 that in his view, informed by a police chief and a senior federal 

https://action4canada.com/died-suddenly-censorship-and-lies/
https://rumble.com/v1uhrf4-talk-truth-tanya-gaw.html
https://www.theepochtimes.com/freedom-convoy-posed-no-overriding-public-safety-concerns-says-ontario-deputy-solicitor-general_4856507.html


security official, the Freedom Convoy did not pose a significant public 
safety risk. He said he was getting “consistent messaging” from Ontario 
Provincial Police Commissioner Thomas Carrique and from then-deputy 
minister of Public Safety Rob Stewart that there weren’t “any overriding 
public safety concerns.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/trudeau-feared-an-armed-insurrection-
said-freedom-convoy-wouldnt-be-resolved-by-talking_4858338.html 

Convoy-Related Protests Were Not a National 
Security Threat, Says RCMP Commissioner 
 
The cross-country protests and blockades of last winter demanding the 
lifting of COVID-19 restrictions were not a national security threat, 
according to RCMP Commissioner Brenda Lucki. Lucki told the commission 
that at no point had she asked for the act but she had been asked what 
tools could be useful. Inquiry Commissioner Paul Rouleau verified this 
information at the end of Lucki’s testimony. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/convoy-related-protests-werent-a-
national-security-threat-says-rcmp-commissioner_4866887.html 

The Rupa Subramanya Show | The Unjust 
Invocation of the Emergencies Act? (Feat. Ryan 
Alford) 

Countless witnesses have appeared before the Public Order Emergency 
Commission and have shed doubt on the Trudeau government’s 
justification to invoke the Emergencies Act to quash the Freedom Convoy. 
Claims such as the Convoy posing a “national security threat” and “law 
enforcement requested the Act” have been debunked. It’s not looking good 
for the government – but what happens from here? 

https://tnc.news/2022/11/17/rsshow-unjust-emergenciesact/ 

Cabinet Knew of Police Plan to Clear Ottawa 
Convoy Protest Day Before Invoking Emergencies 
Act, RCMP Commissioner Testifies 
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The commission is examining whether the Trudeau government was 
justified in invoking the Emergencies Act to clear cross-country protests 
and blockades last winter. “In the absence of the invocation of the 
Emergencies Act, the OPS, the OPP, the RCMP—as part of unified 
command—were going to clear the protests,” OPS interim chief Steve 
Bell told the commission on Oct. 24. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/cabinet-knew-of-police-plan-to-clear-
ottawa-convoy-protest-day-before-invoking-emergencies-act-says-rcmp-
commissioner_4865835.html 

Day 23 Recap of Emergencies Act hearings | RCMP 
had a plan to clear Convoy but did not 
communicate to government 
https://tnc.news/2022/11/15/day-23-recap/ 

 

Day 24 Recap of Emergencies Act hearings 
|StatsCan data shows blockades didn’t hurt 
Canadian trade 

https://tnc.news/2022/11/16/day-24-recap/ 

Day 25 Recap of Emergencies Act hearings | Banks 
froze some accounts without RCMP direction 

https://tnc.news/2022/11/17/day-25-recap/ 
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“The Canadian Trucker protest in Ottawa attracted tremendous 
national and international attention, and was simultaneously 

demonized by then Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau and 
his cronies in the legacy media, the minions at the CBC first and 

foremost among them. What really happened? Benjamin J. 
Dichter, integrally involved from the beginning, lets his readers in 

on the story: one that all Canadians should know.” 
 

~ Jordan B. Peterson ~ 
 

Covid-19 Updates 
 

The phrase “medical misinformation “about COVID-19 seems to be a 
euphemism for any statement or scientific evidence that differs from the 

prevailing narrative of the vaccine and patented drug stakeholders.”  

~ Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. ~ 



‘Speed of Science’ — A Scandal Beyond Your 
Wildest Nightmare 

Over the past three years, mainstream media have promulgated the lie 
that the COVID shots will prevent infection and transmission, telling us that 
anyone who doesn’t get the shot is selfish at best, and at worst, a potential 
murderer at large. Anyone who refuses poses a serious biomedical threat 
to society, hence the need for heavy-handedness. 

Alas, it was all a lie from the start. The frustrating part is that we’ve 
KNOWN for well over two years that the shots were never tested for 
transmission interruption, yet everyone in government and media insisted 
they would do just that. As I stated in February 2021, the shots are a 
medical fraud. A true vaccine prevents infection; COVID shots don’t. 
Hence, they’ve also been fraudulently marketed. Governments around the 
world enabled this marketing fraud and media promulgated it. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/speed-of-science-a-scandal-
beyond-your-wildest-nightmare_4816170.html 

The Difference Between mRNA Injections and 
Vaccines 

Unlike real vaccines, which use an antigen of the disease you’re trying to 
prevent, the COVID-19 injections contain synthetic RNA fragments 
encapsulated in a nanolipid carrier compound, the sole purpose of which is 
to lessen clinical symptoms associated with the S-1 spike protein, not the 
actual virus. They do not actually impart immunity or inhibit transmissibility 
of the disease. In other words, they are not designed to keep you from 
getting sick with SARS-CoV-2; they only are supposed to lessen your 
infection symptoms if or when you do get infected. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/covid-19-vaccines-a-case-of-false-
advertising_4321714.html 

The Global Disinformation Campaign Against 
Ivermectin - The "Blitz" 

Truth destroys propaganda. However, Pharma propagandists have 
immense, globally consolidated weaponry consisting of all the high-impact 
medical journals, cadres of corrupt trialists and medical ghostwriters, the 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/speed-of-science-a-scandal-beyond-your-wildest-nightmare_4816170.html
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Federal Health Agencies and now all of major media and social media. 
They amassed all these weapons to blitz not only me and the FLCCC but 
many of my dissident colleagues with a public profile. They labelled all of 
us “mis-informationists” and went after us hard. 

https://pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-global-disinformation-campaign-187 

Will You Survive the ‘Tripledemic’? 

As fall and winter set in, we’ll see another wave of doom and gloom being 
predicted for anyone refusing to wear a mask and get all the shots. At 
some stage, you must realize that the more you give in and obey, the more 
you have to give in and obey. It’s also important to realize that your 
government isn’t the ultimate power. Our government officials take orders 
too, from what is often referred to as the deep state. It’s not a government 
at all, but a global, hidden power structure that is accountable to no one, 
while influencing and manipulating everyone to bring about a new world 
order. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/will-you-survive-the-
tripledemic_4853850.html 

G20 summit hears calls for a global digital health 
passport 

With the UN’s World Health Organization (WHO) apparently “anointed” by 
this particular group of countries to lead the way in formulating and 
standardizing the framework for everyone, it will be used to track if a 
person has been vaccinated or tested. Cynics will say that the purpose of 
this rhetoric is mostly to make sure digitization, particularly of personal 
data and identity, is promoted in every way and under any guise the world 
elites get. 

https://reclaimthenet.org/global-digital-health-passports/ 

Media & Big Tech 
Why the Mainstream Media Is Now the Biggest 
Threat to Democracy 

https://pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-global-disinformation-campaign-187
https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/will-you-survive-the-tripledemic_4853850.html
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The media uses a number of manipulation methods to sow seeds of 
conformity and compliance. This includes stacking the airwaves with so-
called experts pushing very specific narratives. If anyone questions what is 
being prescribed, they’re mockingly asked, “Wait, are you more 
knowledgeable than an expert? No? Then shut up and take your medicine.” 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/why-the-mainstream-media-is-now-the-
biggest-threat-to-democracy_4854154.html 

How Google Stopped the Red Wave 

Based on my team’s research, Google, and to a lesser extent, Facebook 
and other tech monopolies, not only took steps to shift millions of votes to 
Democrats in the midterms, but they are using their influence to spread 
rumors and conspiracy theories to make sure people look everywhere for 
explanations—except at them. Two days before the 2022 midterm 
elections, I published an article explaining how Google and other tech 
companies were shifting millions of votes without people knowing, and I 
also explained how I knew, without doubt, that this was occurring. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/how-google-stopped-the-red-
wave_4859553.html 

LGBTQ 
 

He used to be Trans – here’s what he wants 
everyone to know – with Candace Owens 
 
Walt Heyer lived as transgender woman for eight years. In this episode of 
The Candace Owens Show, he shares his experience with gender 
dysphoria, sex change, regret, and his moving story of healing and 
restoration. Don’t miss this powerful interview. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oJOuO9IxTdE 
 

The Environment 
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Thoughts on the COP27 (from sp!ked) 

COP27 officially draws to a close today, having achieved the grand 
total of nothing. There might still be an agreement to give some 
cash to the developing world, but time will soon run out. Although 
every COP begins with warnings of fire and brimstone, with each 
conference presented as humanity’s last chance to save Planet 
Earth, the climate activists rarely end up getting what they want. 
Reality always sneaks back in. It did last year in Glasgow, when 
China and India scuppered a deal that would have eliminated 
coal. And China and India’s leaders didn’t even show up this year. 
This shouldn’t be a surprise. Because while our leaders love to 
denounce the alleged evils of fossil fuels, they all know deep 
down that they’re what our prosperity depends on. The 
developing world knows it cannot power growth on wind and 
solar alone. And when even the rich world is wounded by energy 
shortages, the spectacle of COP feels more indulgent than ever. 

A Cold Winter for Europe: Blame Strategic 
Blindness 

In 1972, natural gas exports from the Soviet Union accounted for around 
4% of European gas consumption. By 2021, Russia was providing almost 
40% of Europe's gas. As Moscow's market share has gradually increased, 
so has its ability to manipulate prices and trigger crises. Most Europeans 
now acknowledge that this reliance on Russia represents a major strategic 
blunder. Too late. Europe's "green energy transition" features one major 
flaw: it relies on Russian gas imports. 

Back to the future. This will be an extremely difficult winter for all 
Europeans, whether they face blackouts or heating issues and sky-high 
energy bills. Apparently the "flawless democrat" Putin is hoping to 
weaponize winter and force Europe to surrender, but giving in to the 
Kremlin would be disastrous. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/19065/europe-energy-strategic-
blindness 

https://www.atlanticcouncil.org/blogs/ukrainealert/putin-weaponizes-winter-europe-must-end-its-dependency-on-russian-energy/
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The United States 
Wray Refuses to Answer Whether FBI Had Sources 
‘Dressed as Trump Supporters’ on Jan. 6 

The FBI has never confirmed having confidential sources or undercover 
agents among the crowd on Jan. 6 but court filings indicate that a number 
of sources were embedded with the Oath Keepers and other groups whose 
members took part in the Capitol breach. Questioned on the matter in 
2021, then-FBI official Jill Sanborn said she could not answer. Officials 
have also not answered questions about videos that show doors being 
opened on Jan. 6, enabling people to enter the Capitol. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/wray-refuses-to-answer-whether-fbi-had-
sources-dressed-as-trump-supporters-on-jan-6_4864823.html 

The Leech Dismount 

The people who gave Trump more primary votes than any Republican in 
history weren’t idiots, haters or racists. To the contrary, anyone who 
withstood the slings and arrows to make Trump president in 2016 is not 
deplorable, but honorable. Not duped, but clear-eyed. They didn’t screw 
up; they did the right thing. It may take some of them a little longer to 
figure out that we’ve gotten everything out of the leech that we’re ever 
going to get. But they are good and decent people and will realize soon 
enough: It’s over. We got our parasitic worm, and it’s time to move on. 
Sometimes the worm turns; sometimes we turn on the worm. 

https://www.takimag.com/article/the-leech-dismount/ 

How the Game is Fixed 

It’s time to admit we’re all part of a massive experiment in fraud, theft, 
brainwashing, and gaslighting to a degree never seen in world history. 
Think of all the times in just the past few years you’ve been gaslighted. 
[He lists open borders, Hillary's emails, spying on Trump, Hunter's laptop, 
COVID origins, lockdowns and masks, and the 2020 election] You’ve been 
the victims of nonstop severe gaslighting for a decade now. You’re all part 
of a human psychology experiment in the limits that government and 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/government-disclosed-jan-6-activities-of-five-confidential-fbi-sources-defense-lawyer_4755857.html?utm_medium=email&utm_source=BN_article_paid&utm_campaign=breaking-2022-11-15-ca&utm_content=5
https://www.theepochtimes.com/case-filing-says-at-least-20-federal-assets-embedded-at-the-us-capitol-on-jan-6_4400120.html?utm_medium=email&utm_source=BN_article_paid&utm_campaign=breaking-2022-11-15-ca&utm_content=5
https://www.theepochtimes.com/crucial-questions-left-unanswered-by-jan-6-committee-after-last-hearing_4801662.html?utm_medium=email&utm_source=BN_article_paid&utm_campaign=breaking-2022-11-15-ca&utm_content=5
https://www.theepochtimes.com/crucial-questions-left-unanswered-by-jan-6-committee-after-last-hearing_4801662.html?utm_medium=email&utm_source=BN_article_paid&utm_campaign=breaking-2022-11-15-ca&utm_content=5
https://www.theepochtimes.com/wray-refuses-to-answer-whether-fbi-had-sources-dressed-as-trump-supporters-on-jan-6_4864823.html
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media can go in propaganda and brainwashing… while you can see they’re 
lying right in front of your eyes. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/11/how_the_game_is_fixe
d.html 

Soul of Our Nation 
 
On Thursday, President Joe Biden boasted that young American women 
who supported abortion “showed up and beat the hell out of them 
[Republicans]” in the midterms.  You know who else those single women 
are going to beat the hell out of, all the little babies they are going to abort 
– all those babies whose arms and legs are going to be ripped off, whose 
skulls are going to be crushed, whose brains are going to be sucked out. 
Those babies are literally going to get the hell beat out of them. Great job 
young American women. Good for you. You should be very proud of how 
many more babies you will help kill because of the way you voted on 
Tuesday. You go girl. 
 
https://www.objectivityistheobjective.com/post/soul-of-our-nation 

 

Portland Antifa can claim total victory against Andy 
Ngo 

At great risk to himself, Andy Ngo reported what the Antifa gang was 
doing, whether silencing conservative speech, going to war against the 
city, state, and federal government in Portland, or physically attacking 
conservatives, including Ngo himself. In every case, Ngo has always had 
the video to prove that these attacks were real. The latest travesty is that, 
after the judge heard Andy Ngo’s case against an Antifa activist whom Ngo 
filmed throwing a liquid at him and grabbing his phone, the judge not only 
gave the activist a pass, but the judge also scolded Ngo for daring to 
report Antifa activities. 

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2022/11/portland_antifa_can_claim
_total_victory_against_andy_ngo.html 
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Hair-Brained Schemes 

Apparently, Bankman-Fried wanted to be a philanthropist on a large, not to 
say grandiose, scale; he wanted to give large sums of his money to what 
he considered good causes, such as the very Democratic Party in the 
United States Curiously enough, however, when a swindle is carried out on 
a sufficiently large scale, it invites a sneaking admiration. It is the petty 
swindler whom we despise; the swindler who thinks big enough to bring 
whole institutions crashing down and smear egg on the faces of those who 
should have known better gives us a certain pleasure, provided we are not 
ourselves one of his victims. But Bankman-Fried’s sanctimony precludes 
even this sneaking admiration. Of the $32 billion business, FTX, it might be 
said, hair today, gone tomorrow. 

https://www.takimag.com/article/hair-brained-schemes/ 

 

Other Articles 
 

France Sliding toward Barbarity and Chaos 

https://www.takimag.com/article/hair-brained-schemes/
https://www.takimag.com/article/hair-brained-schemes/


Lola, a 12-year-old French girl, was recently raped and murdered in Paris 
by an Algerian illegal immigrant. Illegal immigrants in France are the 
perpetrators of nearly half of crimes committed. Murders almost as 
gruesome as Lola's are committed nearly daily. The psychiatrist Maurice 
Berger reports that in France, crimes of gratuitous violence resulting in 
injury or death happen, on average, every two minutes. France reports 
more than two hundred rapes a day. 

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/19080/france-barbarity-
chaos#.Y3akcGPgCTs.mailto 

The Burning of Witches Will Continue 
 
If you think the occasional offensive tweet is scarier than the government 
being able to seize any business on arbitrary national security grounds, 
you’ve been online too long. Donald Trump makes it difficult-to-impossible 
to speak out when politicians and journalists break rules to oppose him. 
But Elon Musk, national security threat? That really is a witch hunt. It’s as 
absurd as calling someone like Russell Brand right-wing because he’s 
insufficiently exorcised at the existence of people who think differently. The 
Musk version of a radical idea is allowing “all legal speech.” If that turns 
out to be enough to trigger a successful national security review, what 
chance does someone without $200 billion have? 
 
https://mailchi.mp/2425ff92cc33/krd-news-the-burning-of-witches-will-
continue-a-must-read?e=9365a7c638 

 

You Tubes & Podcasts 
 

EXCLUSIVE DOCUMENTARY—The Final War: The 
100-Year Plot to Defeat America 

An unprecedented combination of personal story and geopolitical struggle, 
history, and present, “The Final War” follows Epoch Times reporters and 
top China watchers through their journeys of awakening to the CCP threat. 

To say the least, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is a mystery to most 
Americans. But behind the party jargon, unpredictable actions, and ever-
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changing face lies the Party’s vicious plot, with America at the very heart of 
it. 

https://www.theepochtimes.com/the-final-war_4851409.html 

No Time Like the Past – short movie clip 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Youtube+-
+No+Time+like+the+Past&rlz 
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